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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
(MSDS) 

 
1. Manufacture of supplier’s information 

Manufacture of supplier’s name: Wuhan Gigaa Optronics Technology Co., Ltd. 
Address: 5, 6/F, Unit A, B, Building B8, Hi-Tech Medical Device Industrial Park,  
#818 Gaoxin Avenue, East Lake Development Zone, Wuhan 430206,China 
Emergency tel: 00862767848871 
 

2. Physical features 
Status: Solid Odour: No 
Concentration in water: No Burning point: No 
Form: Cylindrical Explosion properties: No 
 

3. Chemical components 
Name of 
material 

% of total 
weight 

Substance name CAS 
No 

% of 
material 

Harm 
substance 

Shell & 
Cover 

 Nylon & Aluminum & 
PP 

  Safe 

Diaphragm 
(insulated) 

 PE & PP   Safe 

Positive  
LiCoO₂ 

  Little 
poisonous 

Aluminum 
foil 

 Aluminum   Safe 

Negative  Graphite   Safe 
Copper foil  Copper   Safe 
Electrolyte  EC/DEC/DMC/LiPF6   Poisonous 

and easy 
burning 

 
4. Harm data 

Environment Management 
LiCoO2 Little poisonous, black power 
Electrolyte Safe, little poisonous, easy burning liquid, cause 

pungency to skin, eyes and respiratory, do not expose 
to air. Keep away from the fire, light, heat and open 
flame and avoid contact with oxidant and acid, store in 
where with low temperature, dry and without daylight. 
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5. Disposal of disused battery 
Do not throw away the disused battery anywhere, the proper way is to 
drench it in an explosion proof tub, then it should be reclaimed and handled 
by professional technicians.  
 

6. Safety disposal and storage method 
A. Notes for storage: 
1. Store the batteries in the temperature -5~35℃, and re-test batteries 

capacity if the storage period is over 12 months. Do not short circuit. Do 
not vibrate, deform and hit. 

B. Explanation, reasons and examples of hints under storage condition: 
1. With the improper temperature, battery will be aging and the capacity 

will be reduced. 
2. With the storage time too long, the class of the battery will be lower. 
3. The battery will explode and burn to cause fire and loss while short 

circuit, vibration, extrusion, hit. 
 

7. Safety use 
1. Keep away from high temperature (>60℃) and low temperature 

(<-20℃). Keep away from the fire. Do not vibrate and hit heavily. Do not 
open or disassemble. 

2. Charge with the specified Li-ion battery charger. 
 

8. Emergency disposal 
1. When the temperature of battery rises caused by short circuit, vibration, 

hit and extrusion, the battery should be put in an explosion proof tub. Do 
not catch the battery by hand for it may cause hand be scalded or 
burned or exploded. 

2. When the battery falls into fire, quench the fire immediately and keep 
people far away from the fire. For the burning caused by battery 
explosion, quench by dry powder fire extinguisher. 

 
9. Material of package and shipment 

1. All of the following marks must be included in each batch of batteries: 
type, positive and negative polarity, manufacture, date of manufacture 
or batch number. 

2. Every batch of batteries should have the package for short circuit proof. 
All the packed products should be stored in the boxes of dry, bug proof 
and wet proof, with the manual inside together. 

3. The following information should be marked on the surface of the 
package box: product name, type, normal voltage, rated capacity, 
criterion number, quantity, weight, manufacture, trademark, production 
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date, also must have the signs of “Handle with care”, “Keep away from 
moisture”, and “This side up”. 

4. Shipment: batteries should be delivered with the state of 50% capacity 
charged, and measures should be taken to avoid vibration, rush, 
extrusion, sun shine and rain. 

 
10. Transport information 

1. In the case of transportation, avoid exposure to high temperature and 
prevent the formation of any condensation. Take in a cargo of them 
without falling, dropping and breakage. Prevent collapse of cargo piles 
and wet by rain. The container must be handled carefully. Do not give 
shocks that result in a mark of hitting on a cell. Please refer to section 
7-HANDING AND STORAGE also. 

2. Codes and classifications according to:           
International regulations for transport Air IATA-DGR: PI965/966/967          
International regulations for transport Sea IMDG CODE: special provision 
188          
National regulations for transport land GB12268-2005          
The UN classification number: Class 9 3480           
However, since it corresponds to special provision PI 965/966/967 of 
IATA-DGR, special provision 188 of IMDG CODE, GB12268-2005 of land 
regulation, this battery cell can be conveyed normally.          
Lithium battery does not contain any recalled/defective battery and meeting 
Packing Instruction 965/966/967 of IATA DGR.           
Production of MSDS proving UN manual of Tests and Criteria, part III, 
sub-section 38.3 is met on MSDS. 
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